
Chapter 59: city 
The zgdx team inexplicably held a solo contest with the final
prize of the night tonight. Participants: Tong Yu, Lu Sicheng;
co-organized the people who eat melon: chubby, Lu Yue, Ming
Shen, old k, old cat and coaching staff. All staff.
Before the start of the race, people stood on the side of the
nursery rhyme spontaneously and uniformly.
“When we win the crayfish, we only have the spicy pot.”
Xiaopeng’s face smirked the shoulder of the nursery rhyme.
The nursery rhyme screamed: “… even if it is a crayfish, I can
do it too -”
Xiaopang: “Can’t eat a pound of crayfish once a person, what
crayfish.”
Nursery rhymes refer to the price of ten pounds of crayfish,
nodded: “I will try to win.”
At this time, Lu Sicheng, who was sitting on the side, had
already opened the independent game room for solo, and sent
the room password to the nursery rhymes. At this time, the live
broadcast of the two people was also open. The barrage on the
nursery rhymes was all “as if I saw Cheng Ge is intimate with
the scene. “The room is his downfall.” “I want to try it, just in
case.” And Lu Sicheng’s barrage on the other side is more
optimistic -
Lu Sicheng swept the eyebrows and said indifferently: “Shut
up, turn off the live broadcast.”
After I finished speaking, I turned my head and looked at the
girl. “Do you know the rules of solo?”
Lu Sicheng twisted his head and slammed the live broadcast.
After ten seconds, the number of people watching the live
broadcast of the nursery rhymes began to increase sharply.
There were many moments of eating the melons in the barrage
content. People unified the caliber: Miss Sister The death of
that one does not match the live broadcast of death and
arrogance! We cheer for you!
The virginity is stunned because of the nervous little hands:
“Know know, three heads and one tower.”
The so-called “three heads and one tower” is the solo rule of
the League of Legends -
The first is not allowed to have a rune talent;
The second is not allowed to bring healing skills such as



healing, clarity, and resurrection;
The third is in the middle of the road, with the two grasses
leading to the river in the middle road as the boundary, and the
grass is counted as a waiver;
The fourth is the core rule to kill the opponent three times or to
push the other side to a tower to win or lose.
Both sides choose hero freedom, but in most cases, when two
people want to compete technically, they will use the same
hero to mirror solo. Originally, Tonglu and Lu Sicheng are
good at two different positions, which is difficult to get from.
Find a balance, but the coincidence is that they are in the
middle and adc, there are many heroes in the League of
Legends can be qualified for both positions.
Such as Ijrell, Verus, De Marcia’s wing Quinn, Jess, etc…
The nursery rhyme looked at the list of heroes: “Is the mirror
right? Then ez (Izèrell) is alright?”
Lu Sicheng “hmm”, the two sides selected the hero and
entered the game -
Because there is no rune talent, the heroes used in the initial
various numerical damages are different from usual. For
professional players who often like to kill opponents by
calculating damage, it is very likely that they will be fixed by
themselves. Thinking leads to death, and even the recruitment
of soldiers is difficult, and there is only one way to avoid this
situation: the weekdays open more stand-alone mode to
practice replenishment.
Only in this case will they be able to maximize the damage
value of a hero in the case of a rune.
At the beginning of the two sides sent troops to the line, the
nursery rhymes are still a little nervous - to zgdx for so long,
playing the League of Legends game for a long time, she has
never directly confronted Lu Sicheng face-to-face… At this
time, listening to the mouse sound in the ear Looking at the
red name on the opposite side of the game screen, and the
rushing position, the calculation of the blood damage is just
right, she seems to be able to hear her heartbeat.
She knows that this must be the basic skill of the
replenishment after the single-machine contact has been many
and many times.
If she just slightly overcome the fear of the expression pack



team, because she knows that most people in life are as
mediocre as her, then her heart is also clear: Lu Sicheng is not.
When he debuted, he was one of the few players in China who
was bought by a Korean club to be a trainee. He has a place in
the world’s top professional leagues. He mentioned Chinese
and Chinese players. People will think of Lu Sicheng without
hesitation.
He became famous very early.
Then it has been at its peak.
Strong players will recognize him. Appreciate him. Because
he has extraordinary talent and is working harder than ordinary
people.
At the first level, I was murdered in the face.
All the way was pressed back to the defensive tower. He was
the experience of missing one or two small soldiers. The
nursery rhymes sneaked in the heart. Then he dared to hide
behind the line and consolidate his soldiers. During the
occasion, he was hanged by skills. A little blood, when you
see your experience is about to reach the second level, you
will quickly retreat -
Sure enough, in the case of leading a recruit, Lu Sicheng took
the lead to the second level to open a second skill to play a set.
His surgery is extremely fast, even if the nursery rhyme
immediately retreats and wants to avoid his skills, it is still
hard. The scalp ate a few of his flat cuts. In a hurry, the
nursery rhymes drank the blood bottle to the floor, a small
soldier, and at the same time he learned the skills at the second
level, he found that the bloodline was extremely healthy. Lu
Sicheng had begun to retreat -
It’s impossible to catch up and fight back. The only chance for
the nursery rhyme is that Lu Sicheng is chasing her and then
she has the opportunity to kill him by hand…
But the man is obviously not prepared to give him this
opportunity.
The next two people are the developmental time of peace.
During the period, the nursery rhyme realizes that if Lu
Sicheng is allowed to develop again, she will always be
suppressed because of the missing supplement, so she will
always walk in the line and try to harass. Lu Sicheng -
It is a pity that people do not eat her at all.



When the two sides reached the third and a half, the nursery
rhymes had a deeper pressure because of excessive
harassment. The Lu Sicheng, who was the first to clear a wave
of soldiers, jumped up with a displacement skill and quickly
hit the set of injuries, watching the blood bottom, and the
nursery rhyme used q Skills level off a side and then withdraw
to their own line of escape!
When her bloodline came to less than 200, she saw him
rushing into the defensive tower. When she smashed the tower,
she said that her chances came, but this is the hesitation of this
second. Her life—Lu Sicheng pointed to the virginity at the
same time as the anti-tower, and then ignited the igniting skill.
Then the e-displacement skill jumped out of the defensive
tower. When the q-skill icon of the cooling time was
illuminated, he twisted and released, the nursery rhyme After
he used the displacement, he added the q skill of the attack
speed and mixed it with a flat a, and at the same time there
was a burning effect on the body.
Ignite skill burns with 5020 hero level for five seconds of
continuous damage, and comes with debuff reduction, so when
the nursery rhyme is removed from the defensive tower,
although he no longer eats Lu Sicheng’s skills, he is also
directly burned by the debuff hanging on his body. !
When the screen is dark, when the game remembers the “d”
sound, the nursery rhyme falls down and reveals a helpless
expression.
The barrage was dedicated to Lu Sicheng’s “6666”. The hero
of Izerel was simple to use. His operation was not very good,
but in this series of actions, Lu Sicheng at least showed his
heroes. Basic damage, skill cooldown, and skill calculations
are extremely accurate!
The nursery rhymes waited for the resurrection countdown
time to buy the equipment. When the hero reappeared in the
spring, she realized that if she continued to hold hands, she
would only be beaten by Lu Sicheng all the way to the end of
the solo.
So when I went back online, even if I was behind a small piece
of equipment, she seemed to let go of her hands and feet.
Three minutes later, when both sides came to the fifth level,
Tong Tong killed him under the tower of Lu Sicheng in



exactly the same way as before!
Lu Sicheng picked up his eyebrows, and at this time, the
opposing soldiers lined up the defensive tower. The small
soldiers were all taken off by their own defensive towers. He
could not eat the experience of these soldiers. He must also
watch the virginity stand in the defensive tower under the
tower. Blood volume -
When the defensive tower appeared the animation effect of the
“squeaky” stone slipping and shattering, it seems that the
nursery rhymes will recover the disadvantages of the previous
period, and the game will enter a new balance point again!
……
This is a solo that lasts for twenty minutes.
Both sides chased me, no one will let anyone, the number of
people in the scene once came to the second to the second, the
blood line of the first defensive tower of both sides was
anxious!
At this time, the people around him are talking about what the
barrage is saying. The nursery rhymes have long been
unnoticed. She is concentrating on only the people in front of
him. He first came up and handed over a summoner skill to
beat the nursery rhymes to 40 unhealthy blood lines. Seeing
the advancement of the line, he hesitated, probably to stabilize
and then withdraw a little later -
Here is Lu Sicheng’s estimation error for the length of the
middle line. In fact, he has a way to kill and even kill the
nursery rhymes before the soldiers push it!
But he mistakenly chose to give up, which gave the nursery
rhyme a small chance - when people are ready to give up a
wave of attack and retrace, it is often the best time for the
attacker to blow the counterattack horn!
q hit damage - pick w to increase attack speed - a-a-e-a-q -
Hang weak, hang up!
When you see the local blood volume bottoming out, use the
e-skills to quickly pull back the distance between the two
sides, the virginity under the r key -
After one second of storage, the arc-shaped big move was
released. After hanging a few small soldiers to weaken the
effect, it still kills Lu Sicheng who only has a **** skin!
Three to two!



“Win!!!!!!! Ah, ah, ah, ah!!”
The nursery rhymes slammed the mouse and raised the arms,
and everyone behind the chubby saw the crayfish steady, and
then applauded with tears, and the curtain was also a festive
one—
Tong Yu smiled and looked back at Lu Sicheng. The latter did
not rush to cut out to the live broadcast room of the nursery
rhyme and looked at the barrage. He muttered
“Congratulations on my fart, I wish you constipation”, closed
the live room, and reached out to wear it. headset—
The nursery rhyme grabbed him: “Crayfish, crayfish,
crayfish.”
Lu Sicheng looked up and saw the paw on his wrist: “Know
it.”
At this time, the cell phone he was holding at his hand rang,
the nursery rhyme let him go, the man grabbed the phone to
see it as a strange call, and then said “hello”, then the original
relaxed eyes changed -
At this time, the nursery rhymes are **** off the live
broadcast. He waved his hand with the camera and said “bye
bye” to the fans. After the nursery rhyme slammed the live
room, he turned to see Lu Sicheng and saw that he was not
responding. He blinked and asked: “Who? ”
“Sue.” Lu Sicheng deducted the phone. “I want to ask me
about the last time tonight, have a meal, and then I will not be
entangled.”
The virginity was awkward, and the original good mood
quickly returned to calm. She thought about it: “Hey! Can’t
you go?”
Lu Sicheng glanced at her: “If she says no, she will come to
the base.”
The nursery rhyme “oh” again.
Lu Sicheng “snapped” and watched the irritability of wearing
headphones, and casually opened the music player software…
At this time, the people around him dispersed their own things,
and quieted around.
“Sincere brother.”
Nursery rhyme.
Lu Sicheng was ignorant. He stared at the computer in his
chair and looked very focused on the latest news of the next



version of the League of Legends.
“Sincere brother.”
The nursery rhyme replied, Lu Sicheng still did not care.
She turned her head and looked at him and asked, “I can’t hear
you,” and then muttered, “The earphones are so loud and not
afraid of the ears.” She bent down and picked up the cat that
screamed in her chair and turned to leave, but was out. After a
few steps, I suddenly went back.
After standing in Lu Sicheng’s chair, she silenced and said in a
calm voice: “I don’t want you to go.”
After she finished, she lowered her eyes, hugged the cat in her
arms, turned around, went upstairs, and went back to the room.
The man who was wearing a headset on his chair still kept
watching his news.
……
After a minute.
The chubby room door opened, and Xiaopeng shook the fat
meat and squatted downstairs. While he was screaming, he
said with a big voice: “Cheng brother, today’s lobster wants to
eat xx, the most expensive. That kind of…30 pounds!”
“…………Got it.”
Next to the computer on the first floor of the base, the man
licked his eyes and pulled off the earphones. He looked lazy
and answered.
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